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 The webutil code on different platforms seems to be buggy. It has been reported that on Windows 7, the problem is not yet
solved and the version of the webutil.dll on the webutil.cab file produced by the Forms application does not work. However, as

of version 4.0, the installer on the web.cab file produced by the Forms application solves the problem by installing the
webutil.dll version on your machine. Running Forms If you have not used Forms before, you may want to create a simple form
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to test the Form API before moving on. You can create a simple form using the wizard. The wizard requires a web application
that has been created using the wizard and the Forms.xml configuration file. To use the wizard, follow these steps: Start Visual
Studio and open the solution containing the project to be installed. On the Solution Explorer, right-click the solution and choose
Add new project. In the Add New Project dialog box, under Templates, select the Website template. In the Add New Project

dialog box, set the Website template under Application Type, and enter the name of your new Web application. Set the
Application Virtual Path as follows: / Note: The AppPath must start with a slash ( / ). Also note that under the template, the

default value of the VirtualPath is . This is because the wizard requires the virtual path as the first parameter in the application
object to generate the application object. Press the Add button to add a new project to the Solution. In the Code page, the form
project will automatically be created. The form class will be automatically generated. If there is any error, you will be prompted
to fix it by clicking OK. If the project successfully generated, it is ready to be deployed. Run the app and try to use it. You can
select the empty Application field and the application should work fine, or you can modify it. Note: If you see error while you
try to build the project, you may need to add a reference to the Forms.dll assembly. To use the wizard to create a simple form,
you can download the sample code from the web for the Forms tab sample. Note: If you download the sample code, you can

check the form class. If you open the Form code file 520fdb1ae7
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